We lcome!

Welcome to a By-me home.
Welcome to a By-me home. Living here is
more comfortable, safer, easier. In a word,
nicer. You realise that as soon as you walk in,
just looking at the home automation control
unit: it allows light, power, temperature and
humidity, safety and energy saving to talk to
each other. And it talks to you in simple terms.
Your journey is just beginning: welcome to the
By-me system, the home of automation.

Scenes.

Air conditioning.

Safety.

Saving.
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In a By-me home,
automation is a simple gesture.
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With the By-me home automation system, you just have
to push a button and the
house is at your complete
disposal. But you can also
use a touch screen to manage the whole system from
just one place. And from the
control unit you can see who’s
calling on the video door
entry system and monitor the
other rooms in the house.

> Home automation?

A home
automation system is an intelligent system in
which lights, radiators, air conditioners, roller
shutters, burglar alarms and electrical household appliances dialogue with one another.
For you this means greater convenience of
management and higher safety levels.

> Scene?
By-me control unit. The heart of the system: it
controls automations, burglar alarm, temperature,
power consumption, video door entry units. It is simple,
intuitive and as immediate as a mobile phone.

Touch screen. You can super vise the whole
system from a 4.3 inch colour touch screen.

A scene is the sum of several actions that can be launched with just
one movement. Several coordinated actions
of the system will correspond to your command: for example, in the “out” scene, when
the burglar alarm is activated, the lights go
out, the roller shutters come down and the
temperature is lowered. Simple: you express
your wishes and the installer programmes the
scenes in the control unit.

> Where can I control it from?

All over the house, in three ways: touching a
button, pressing a remote control or from the
touch screen. Or from a mobile phone, wherever you may be. By-me will always be active
and watchful, to ensure you of comfort, safety
and peace of mind.

Comfort scenes. Several coordinated actions can be launched at the same time by
just touching a button: the scenes.

Microsoft Media Center®. For monitoring
your home on your TV or computer screen.
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In a By-me home,
the climate you prefer.
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From the control unit you
can programme different
climates in each area. These
can be modified using the
local thermostats when
there is a change in your requirements. You can manage the whole system from
remote with your mobile
phone. And when you are
away from home the control
unit reduces consumption,
lowering the temperature.

> Do lights and
temperatures communicate
with each other? Home automation
Different climate settings. The By-me control unit also manages the climate. From here you can set the temperature in each
room, to ensure comfort and energy saving at the same time.

Remote control. You can supervise the climate by remote control, via text message and using the Vimar By-phone
software, which can be downloaded free from the company website.

does this too: a system that coordinates the
electric system with the heating. For example:
when you leave the house you just have to
touch the pres-set scene key and automatically all the lights will go out, the roller shutters will come down and the temperatures will
be lowered.

> Everybody has his own
microclimate? Of course. You can

place a thermostat in each room in the house
and from there you can easily operate even in
manual mode. You can have a different temperature from the one set in the control unit.
For as long as you want: an hour, a day, or till
you give a new manual input.

> Is a text message enough
to change the climate
setting? Of course. You can communiLocal control. From the local thermostats
you can change the temperatures already set
on the control unit with a simple movement.

Climate scenes. When a scene is activated,
the state of the lights, the roller shutters and
the climate are changed at the same time.

cate with your home at any time by text message, or using the Vimar By-phone software.
Ask the state of the climate. Switch the heating on or off, just as you like. Or change the
temperatures that are already programmed.
In short, it will be just like being at home.
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In a By-me home
you always feel protected.
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With By-me you can sleep
peacefully, because you
have eyes all over the house.
The inside and the outside of
the house are watched over
by cameras: and you just
have to look at the control
unit to see what is happening. If there is an alarm, you
can read a text message on
your mobile phone. And if
eyes are not enough, there
is the delicate sense of smell
of the gas leak detector.

> Is it safe against burglars?

Video control. Just press a button on the system control unit
to see a sequence of pictures from the rooms protected by the
cameras.

By-me of fers you all the safety of an evolved
alarm system: presence detectors, perimeter
alarms, connectors with an electronic key.
You can programme up to thirty different
areas from the control unit, managing them
simultaneously or individually. But unlike an
ordinary system, you can also integrate the
burglar alarm into the system scenes.

> Safe against water and
gas too? Water leaks, gas leaks and
Remote control. You can supervise your home remotely, simply via text message and using the Vimar By-phone
software, which can be downloaded free from the company website.

black-outs will also be under control. Detecting devices will send an alarm signal to the
control unit which will activate mechanisms to
stop the malfunction. A safety that no modern
home can do without.

> Safe even when I’m away?

Of course: all you need is a mobile phone to
be in touch with home at all times. By sending
an encrypted text message you can know and
change the state of the lights, the climate and
the burglar alarm system. And if there is an
alarm you will know at once what is happening and what action to take. An extra safety to
keep always in your pocket.
Burglar alarm. Just activate the system with
the digital keypad or electronic key and the
house is completely safe.

Gas, smoke and water alarms. Everything
is under control: the system reacts and intervenes in the event of leaks or malfunctions.
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In a By-me home,
energy is a precious good.
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With By-me, electric power consumption is always
under control. Never again
will you switch on too many
appliances and cause a
black-out. Or go out and
leave the lights on. Or come
home to find the house in
darkness. In short: lots of
problems avoided and lots
of energy saved.

> Can I save on
consumption now? Certainly. In
Consumption management. The system control unit supervises electrical household appliances and electronic equipment, optimising power consumption and avoiding black-outs.

a By-me home, even the electrical household appliances are more intelligent: the
programming of the priorities of electric
loads prevents the risk of general blackouts and avoids having to take out expensive contracts. And management by scenes
optimises consumption.

> In the future will I save
on modifications to the
system? That’s right. If tomorrow you

have to change or adjustment the system,
just program the changes on the control unit
and there will be no costs for masonry work
or extending the system with the radiofrequency range for automation and burglar
alarm system: this too is home automation.

> Will my house be worth
more in the future? Certainly.

Load control. In the event of an overload,
supervised sockets interrupt the supply of
power in sequence, avoiding a black-out.

Scenes. Just activate the pre-set scene and
the system starts saving: the temperature is
lowered and the lights are switched off.

Because today it already has the most refined management system, able to grow in
time and integrate all the innovations that
technology will make available in the coming years. So it’s a real investment in the
future.
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By-me. The home of home automation.
It’s time for a reckoning: why install By-me? Simple: it offers you the best in terms of communication, comfort,
safety and savings. Managed by a single control unit, which enables all the parts of the system to dialogue together.
And it speaks to you in a language that you know well: that of your mobile phone.

Safety
Saving

Comfort

Communication

Automation and
burglar alarm

Control

Video control

Video door
entry unit
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By-me control unit

> It talks like you.
By-me control panel. The heart of the system. You can control everything from
here: automations, burglar alarm, temperature, power consumption, video door
entry system. Simply, intuitively, instantly and by means of dedicated interfaces, it
is possible to extend the system with the radiofrequency range for automation and
burglar alarm system.

By-me is a simple home automation system, that is easy
to understand. The control unit uses a language you know well: the language of mobile
phones. Keys, buttons and display are clear,
intuitive and aesthetically pleasing. The architecture of the system is essential, with many
functions but few controls.

> It grows with you.

By-me is
a flexible system that grows as your needs
change. You can start with a basic configuration: video door entry system, scenes, air
conditioning. And arrive at a complete system. With burglar alarm, load control, remote
management, video control and everything
else you need.

Touch screen. The new colour touch screen allows you to supervise all the functions set up in the control unit.

Climate control. Different climate settings can be programmed for each room or
area, directly from the central control unit. You can also adjust room thermostats as
and when needed.

> It reckons with you. A home

automation system certainly costs a bit more
than an ordinary electric system. But what
more does it offer you? Rational management of power consumption, reliable safety
systems, remote control, greater comfort in
your home. And it increases the value of your
home. All things considered, an investment in
your future.

Safety. The home automation control unit also supervises the burglar alarm and all
the alarm systems. A safety network that protects you on all fronts.

Consumption management. In the event of an overload, supervised sockets interrupt the supply of power in the programmed sequence, avoiding a black-out.

Communication. Total control with Microsoft Media Center ® and remote control via
mobile phone using the Vimar By-phone software.
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In a By-me home there are many tastes.
In a By-me home there are many tastes,
so there is also absolute freedom. You can
choose from different cover plate designs,
different colours of devices, many materials
in lots of colours. It just depends on what you
want and on the personality of your home. The
Vimar family offers you three series: Eikon,
refined, rigorous, but never too showy; Idea,
able to suit different tastes; Plana, essential in
its design and rich in colour combinations. So
that your family has the freedom to choose.
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Eikon. A sign of new living.

Idea. As many solutions as there are ideas.

Plana. Essential as lifestyle.
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Eikon.
A sign of new living.
Eikon for new ways of living. Refined design
with the Classic cover plate or choose the
softness of Round. Devices available in three
colour versions: the rigorous anthracite grey;
the delicacy of white with a soft satin finish;
the technological look of silver of Next. And
frames in three colours too: anthracite grey
for all range of materials and colours; white
for devices of the same colour; and silver to
create a refined and unusual chromatic effect
with Next devices. Attention to details that
lead to freedom of choice. Eikon, your new
way of living: in anthracite grey, white or Next.
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Round cover plate with inner frame and devices in
anthracite grey.

Classic cover plate.

Classic cover plate with inner frame and devices in white.

Round cover plate.

Round cover plate with inner frame and devices in Next.

Classic cover plate.

Bright

01 Arctic
white

B01 Arctic
white

02 Antique
white

B02 Antique
white

03 Heron grey

04 Metallic
imperial red

05 Metallic
Oxford green

06 Metallic
Toledo blue

07 Metallic
champagne

09 Metallic
Atlantic grey

10 Metallic
silver

11 Metallic
Siena

12 Metallic
anthracite

13 Matt silver

N13 Matt silver

14 Matt
titanium

N14 Matt
titanium

15 Matt
anthracite

22 Satin nickel

23 Satin
chrome

24 Polished
gold

B24 Polished
gold

25 Black
chrome

27 Antique
brass

N91 Brushed
inox

92 Cotton

93 Brushed
anthracite

32 White oak

33 Dark oak

34 Burma teak

35 Italian
walnut

36 American
cherrywood

37 European
maple

52 Cardoso

53 Carrara
white

54 Guatemala
green

55 Asiago red

56 Atlantis
yellow

57 Jerusalem
stone

B57 Jerusalem
stone

72 White ice

B72 White ice

73 Amber ice

74 Blue ice

75 Yellow ice

76 Green ice

81 Silver
mirror

N07 Metallic
champagne

08 Metallic
titanium

Galvanic

21 Satin gold

Inox

91 Brushed
inox

Wood

31 African
wengé

Stone*

51 Absolute
black

*Classic version, only

Glass

71 Black ice

N81 Silver
mirror

82 Ash mirror

83 Bronze
mirror
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Idea.
As many solutions as there
are ideas.
Rigorous design with the Classica cover plate,
or the rounded shape of the Rondò one. The
technological fascination of devices in anthracite grey or the sobriety of white. Fiftyone colours and four materials: solid wood,
metal, technopolymer: shiny and Silk. What’s
your idea of beauty? With Idea your freedom
to choose is maximised. Make your electrical
system part of your way of living.
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Idea anthracite grey, Classica cover plate.

Rondò cover plate.

Idea white, Rondò cover plate.

Classica cover plate.

Die-cast metal

01 White

05 Amaranth

07 Forest
green

08 Sage
green

10 Ivory

11 Black

12 Cobalt
blue

21 Metallized
silver

22 Metallized
bronze

23 Metallized
anthracite

24 Metallized
titanium

25 Metallized
Bordeaux

26 Metallized
powder blue

27 Iridescent
champagne

28 Iridescent
euro blue

29 Iridescent
petroleum

31 Black
chrome

32 Polished
gold

33 Matt gold

34 Brushed
nickel

36 Chrome

37 Antique
brass

41 Walnut
briar

42 Cherry
briar

46 Slate grey

53 Cherry

55 Walnut

56 Wengé

57 Teak

58 Mahogany

04 Idea white

07 Ruby red

10 Sapphire
blue

13 Emerald
green

15 Graphite
grey

16 Black

40 Briar

43 Makoré

44 Rosewood

04 Idea white

07 Red

10 Blue

13 Green

15 Graphite

16 Black

Natural wood

51 Maple

Technopolymer

01 Bright
white

02 Granite
white

47 Satin black

48 Satin grey

Silk

01 White

02 Granite
white
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Plana.
Essential as lifestyle.
Simplicity as the refined choice, with Plana:
rigorous design and easy to match. White devices easily to fit into any environment, or Silver devices, brilliant, shiny and iridescent. The
fresh and crystal colours of the Reflex cover
plates or the soft warmth of natural woods.
Elegant metals or informal technopolymers.
Plana furnishes your space with originality,
designed with the essential in mind. A home
in which even the electrical system empathises with you.

Plana.

Plana Silver.
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Metal

70 Metallized
bronze

71 Metallized
silver

72 Metallized
green

73 Metallized
blue

74 Pearl nickel

75 Pearl silver

76 Antique
brass

81 Brushed
aluminium

62 Pear-tree

63 Cherry

41 Reflex
snow

42 Reflex air

43 Reflex
amber

44 Reflex
mint

45 Reflex
water

46 Reflex
cedar

47 Reflex
emerald

48 Reflex
orange

49 Reflex
tobacco

50 Reflex
sapphire

05 Black

06 Granite
white

20 Matt silver

21 Matt nickel

22 Matt
champagne

23 Iridescent
brown

24 Polished
gold

Natural wood

61 Maple

Reflex

40 Reflex ash

51 Reflex ruby

Technopolymer

01 White

02 Ivory

03 Beige

04 Cream

25 Matt gold

31 Ash

32 Fir

33 Makoré
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Vimar, positive energy. Light is energy,
warmth, life. This is what we have been working for, since 1945, with passion and a desire to innovate. An adventure begun after
the second world war and grown throughout the history of Italy, interpreting the evolution of house styles. Today we keep on
manufacturing at Marostica, because nothing is better than what is made in Italy, but
we are also present on the international
scene, with production units for local markets and sales branches all over the world.
A reality that has become successful over
time, without ever forgetting our origin. Positive energy, we say, to always offer the best
in terms of quality, safety and design. And
achieve the satisfaction of our customers.
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